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Not Everybody In Cal well County
Subscribes To The Lea er But
You Can Bet Your Life hat
everybody Reads It .

HE PRINCETO
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yo,Au GINC• IWO

Number 21

Princeton, Caldwell County, ernucky, Thursda , November 23, 1950 •

Brandon Rites
Wednesday

'Miu Jot Job'.

Time seems to change faces
and the shape of material objects around us, but people's
attitudes in a troubled world
apparently stay the same
throughout t h e centuries.
Trouble of which we cannot
see the end? Russia? China?
The following editorial may
not seem very surprising and
newsworthy—until you finish .it. So, read this carefully,
if you will.
"It Is a gloomy moment in
history. Not in the lifetime
of most men ... has there
been so much grave and
deep apprehension: never
has the future seemed so
incalculable as at this time
. . . The political cauldron
seethes and bubbles with
uncertainty; Russia hangs,
as usual, like a cloud, dark
and silent, upon the horizon of Europe; while all
the energies. resources and
influences of t h e British
Empire are sorely tried, end
are yet to be tried more
sorely, in coping . . . with
Its disturbed relations in
China. It is a solemn moment, and ... of our own
troubles no man can see
the end.
This editorial, so parallel
to conditions today, appeared
in Harper's Weekly in October, 1817.
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In Takeoff Of
From Okinawa
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Echo Of 93 Years Ago

Princeton Will Take On
Holiday Dress Next Week

Youth Willed $1,000
Pep Chapel To Honor
Tiger Seniors, Mothers
Flowers will be presented
to the mothers of the four
seniors on the Tiger football
squad at the annual chapel
program to be held in the
auditorium at 11:30 a. m.
Wednesday, and each of the
boye will receive a gold football. Imniediately after the
pep chapel the B H S band
will lead the entire high
school in a parade through
the downtown section prior
to starting the annual
Thanksgiving holiday weekend. Senior Tigers are Jerry P'Pool, J. C. Dunbar, Buddy Stroube and Robeet S.
White.

Ouarter Century
Thanksgiving Tilt
At BHS Thursday

Princeton is to take on Christ- ukeleles, which come with books
mas holiday dress, next week of instructions and cowboy songs,
with the stringing of Christmas are likely to prove one of the
Tigers-Terrors Will
lights around the courthouse and mat popular items in Santa's
Y.
N.
Sgt.
services for
Be Striving Ta_ Break
to
year.
street,
this
according
week
along Main
from
will be conducted
Billy Newsom, president of t h e
In the doll category, science has
Deadlock In 24-Year
Methodist
Memorial
Princeton Retail Merchants As- worked new wonders this year,
Day Rivalry
Turkey
leo pen., Wednesday
Christsociation.
we are told, so that the
Four members of the Tiger
E S. Denton, former
Already many Princeton stores mils doll of 1950 walks, talks,
football squad will be playing
the church, assisted by
have put their toys on display cries, Wets, drinks from a glass,
their last game with the Blue
L. J. Knoth, Kuttawa.
and the majority of merchants blows bubbles, kicks its feet,
and Gold in the annual ThanksI be in Cedar Hill Cemhave their Christmas merchan- changes expression a n d kisses
giving Des, classic at Butler staddise ready to display on their baek. Some have almost-human
ium Thursday afternoon when
counters. Several merchants plan plastic skin, others are equiptary rites will be acthe Tigers will battle for top
with voice and tonversation.
to have their stores completely p
the graveside by memplace in a quarter century of
decorated for Christmas the day 04e doll has a blank face on
F. W. Post No. 5480
rivalry with the Blue Terrors ,
Ft.
witich the small owner may
after Thanksgiving.
rv personnel from
from Fohs High School in MarThis year, according to several drew any expression she fancies.
ion.
A plastic electric organ is a Thanksgiving Service
merchants, shoppers will do well
Sgt.
an of World War II,
The Butler seniors are P'Pool,
item in the gift pack—plays
new
phrase:
heed
to
that
well-worn
Army
the
in
enlisted
re
Stroube and White. The
like a real one, costs enaugh Scheduled At Fredonia
just
"Do
your
shopping
Christmas
had
and
1948,
April,
in
C,
grid series which started in 1926
present.
Services
major
abe
to
Union
Thanksgiving
as
you
well
early."
might
Also
being
to
prior
england
he new toys are highly career- will be held at the Fredonia First
Twelve-year-old Samuel Yam- has for many years attracted capbe prepared to spend more on
awe on July 5. The
co cious, also. The future archi- Presbyterian church at 10:30 a. m. polsky (above), w h o is $1,000 acity crowds wherever the game
Christmas than last year.
of Sgt. Brandon's
may build model cities with Thursday with the Rev. Ray Mor- richer because he was kind to a is played with fans going from
Shortages and higher prices t
killed when they were
Starlet ieeggy Castle (above),
toys including modern urban ris, visiting minister now con- despondent man, looks through a both towns in equally large numare slated in many gift lines—es- n
release bombs as the showed up at Williams Field,
• the homemaker can Ne- ducting revival services at t h e book in his school library at Mi- bers. Although the rivalry is expecially such things as metal pl
to take off from the Phoenix, Ariz., with a movie
her own house on a floor Fredonia Cumberland Preebyter- ami, Fla. The youth was willed tremely high, good sportsmantoys, household appliances, and m
19.
October
on
Base
Air
troupe making a film about the
plata drawn to scale; junior en- ian Church, bringing the mes- the money by Herman Bush, 62, ship has been maintained on almechanical gadgets.
el services were held on training of jet pilots, and was
Early birds, however, will find ginleers may practice with stream- sage. Special music will be pre- who took an overdose of sleep- most every occasion and the
se following day and a promptly named "Miss Jet Job"
gift selection ample. Late lined Diesel engines; future war- sented by a choir composed of ing pills. Bush said in a note that game climaxes the gridiron seatile
service was held by air cadets who pronounced her
may have to take what riors may play with top jet members of several churches, it Sammy had been kind to him. son for the two teams, regardless
corners
Field, Calif., a short aerodynamically perfect. T h e
of the standing in the win and
planes. The newest chemistry set was said.
(AP Wirephoto)
they can get.
loss column with other schools.
r. Mrs. Brandon was movie, strangely enough, is namand
counter,
a
Geiger
includes
Santa's
toys,
of
the
In
field
Heavy Damage Reported
The quarter century battle will
several days after the ed "Air Cadet." (akP Wirephoto)
helpers have outdone themselves there's a banker's safe that works.
In North Section Of
open with the two teams all tied
e plane that the bodies
In the adult gift categories,
this year in thinking up new deup in the win and loss records,
recovered. Sgt..Branprices again will be higher than
vices to delight the small fry.
County By Windstorm
each having won ten and tied
y arrived here Tuesday
Top favoritee over the country last year in almost all fields.
Extensive property damage was
four games. Butler has won the
Luxury gifts will be plentiful
and was taken to the
reported in the north end of on the "want" list for both boys
last three games.
mother on Cox street
Caldwell county Sunday night and girls is cowboy equipment. but far from thrifty. Furs, jewservices.
Statistically the Tigers hold a
On the heels of Princeton's first ing the building another story and
and early Monday morning in a The small cowboys in the coun- elry and luggage can be had—at
newspaper, the "Village Mus- roofing it. A bible was sent to slight edge in this year's record
are the wife, Mrs.
storffi—Which swept across the try would make a formidable a price.
First Service To Be
Sheer nylonil lingerie, highly eum," printed in 1827, came the Mrs. Henry for use in the church with two wins and a tie, amassing
Brandon, Eddy Creek
state from Paducah to the Blue- army if gathered in one camp.
Versailles, her a total of 69 points to their opmother, Mrs. W. S. Held Sunday Starting
grass section.
And the things they want in- styled and frilly, probably will birth of the First Christian by Will G. Stone,
ponents' 73 in seven games while
part of the local clude: cowboy hats, shirts, chaps, be the top item on Mom's hinting Church, according to the memory former home.
greatest
The
Cox street, city; three
Gospel Service Series
The first church building was Marion has lost six, won two and
Phillip, Ft. Lyons, Colo.:
damage was reported in the guns, lassos and boots. All these Est again this year. Nylon stock- of a small group of older residents
The first service is to be held Farmersville-Creswell communi- are to be found on the front coun- ings are always a safe bet. And and newspaper accounts compiled used as a hospital during the tied one in nine games, rolling
Detroit; Alvin, city;
in the newly completed Church of ties where trees were blown ter of every toy store or sporting cashmere sweaters for all the for celebration of the church's Civil War and until the building up a total of 70 points while the
rs, Mrs. Mayme Skinburned bloodstains were visible opposition scored 118. Marion has
building at 292 West Lo- across roads and highways, stop- goods house, usually priced with- family are available in new col- centennial in 1938.
Mrs. Frances Gorham, Christ
on Sunday, November 26, ping traffic until the trees could in the average budget.
Although the early history is on the floor, bearing mute testi- nine lettermen from the 1949-50
ors and styles, priced about the
and Mrs. Pearline Utt, cust
terrible tragedy.
squad on this year's team, with
with Brother E. H. Smith deliv- be removed. Trees were blown
An outgrowth of the cowboy same as last year, or in some not recorded in the church files, mony to the
ering the message at the morn- across the barn and house of Al craze is the ukelele fad. Plastic cases a little less.
the origin of the First Christian
The Christian Church bought Forrest Teer and Bob Morrill top
ing and evening service, Lige Baker while the Mitchell Clift
began back in 1829 in the period the old Princeton College in 1866 scorers.
Employees Give
Cook announced Wednesday.
when Caldwell lost inhabitants and the Rev. C. C. Hart, pastor
The following schedule shows
home was damaged and the roof County, City Offices
by the division of the county and at that time, conducted schoo the score of the two teams and
The first service will be one of blown off. A barn on the farm of
lying Dinner
Leader-To-Print
The
To
Firms
Business
And
westward
when settlers began a
there. The Rev. W. C. Dimmitt their opponents for the current
to be Delmar Kemp was damaged and
of the local J. C. a series of gospel services
Letters To Santa
movement, which ended in the succeeded Rev. Hart as pastor season.
ompany's store enter- held in the new church with other losses have been reported, Be Closed Thanksgiving
seathis
at
annually
As
California Gold Rush of 1848-49. and teacher. The church had BUTLER TIGERS
at 7:30 insurance agents here said.
All county offices, city clerk's
th a Thanksgiving din- services each evening
son, The Leader will pubThe Princeton Banner, dated control of the school until Ian Butler 13
Heavy rainfa:1 and windstorms ,affice and the postoffice will he
Morganfieid 7
Princeton Hotel on with preaching by Brother L. H.
Claus
Santa
to
letters
October 8, 1801, gives 1833 as the When II 'it/as' sold to' the 'Presby- Butler 12...Franklin-Simpson 13
23,
ight with husbands and Pogue. An invitation to attend extended across the country but closed Thursday, November
Caldand
'from Princeton
date the church was organized. terians, later being sold for use Butler 6
the services. is extended* to the darnitge in other sections was not in observance of the ThanksgivMadisonville 14
tests at 6:45 p. m.
well county's little girls and
Prior to the finding of the old as the Princeton High School Butler 7
holiday. The windows at the
was stated.
it was stated.
it
excessive,
public,
Mayfield 26
ing
and
Mr.
letters should be
present were
The
boys.
Attorney
late
the
Princeton
The
8
newspaper,
High.
from
Butler
now
open
Butler 25
Trigg County 0
postoffice will be
The new building, started two
the
with
signed
and
M. Plymale, Mr. and
brief
much
written
had
(ChrisGates
they
official
that
C.
stated
John
Banner
an
Butler 6
Hopkinsville 13
a. ne to 9 a. m., only,
Ramey, Mrs. Richard months ago on the site occupied Butler FFA Chapter
child's name, with address
of the church's history. His ac- tian Church) had a fine school Butler 0
Murray 0
said.
The earlier the letMiss Phyllis P'Pool, by a residence which had been Starts Pig Chain
given.
celebraof
centennial
enrollment
the
set
average
counts
with an
MARION TERRORS
The banks and business firms
Ryan, Mr. Doyle May- converted into a church building,
ters are received, the more
the
after
years
church
five
e
h
nearly 200 pupils. T
tion above
Marion 0
The Butler Chapter, F. F. A., will be closed with the exception
Providence 7
It inassurance the children will
s Betsy McClanahan, is of brickcrete construction.
actual organization of the local membership was given as 125 Marion 25 ..Franklin-Simpson 0
ap- started a pig chain this week of some of the eating establishof them being publishhave
Dale Meadows, Mr. and cludes an auditorium seating
church.
in 1891.
Marion 0
Sturgis 13
when Billy Mitchell donated a ments, a check with merchants reed. Just address Santa
Carter, Mrs. Glenn proximately 150 people, four
According to The Princeton
The original building was des- Marion 7
Fulton 32
spotted Poland China for the pro- vealed. All members of the Retail
Claus, The Princeton Leader,
Miss Norma S u e Sunday School rooms, nursery,
Banner the first meetings of the troyed by fire in 1891 and the Marion 6
Henderson 25
with ject. Ellis Johnston drew the Merchant's- Association have anrooms
rest
and
briptistr
'
Ky.
Princeton,
Frei
529,
Mrs.
Box
t, Mr. and
congregation was held in the church purchased additional land Marion 0
Madisonville 7
lucky number and received the nounced closing of their firma
• Thomas McConnell the church's inter ior finished with
St. Frances 28
residence of Mrs. Rachel Barnard from R. U. Kevil and Sons for Marion 12
first pig to inaugurate the chain, for the day. Walker's Drug store
congregation
church
The
plaster.
Ernest O'Hara.
Morganfield 6
when several joined the sect The $200. The main part of the present Marion 6
has men using the present site Lucian Hall, reporter for the club will be open, in accordance with State Has Only One
one
Trigg County 0
1834 saw the breaking up of building was erected on part of Marion 14
year
'keeping
of
said.
eight
here
about
custom
for
the
services
for church
Monday
Until
Senator
the band of worshippers because the old foundation and dedicated
lass TO Hold
The Chapter voted to buy a drugstore open each day for filyears, it was stated.
Kentucky has only one U. S.
of the death of almost all the by F. M. Rains, one of the concomera to make pictures for a ling prescriptions, it was stated.
Maxey Is Transferred
ip Meeting
although two have been members in the cholera epidemic gregation's national missionaries
Senator
slide projector and to place road
AU city and county schools duly elected from the state.
• Bible Class of the Local Members Attend
To Washington County
in 1899.
of that time.
signs on highways leading out of will be dismissed at noon WedDemocrat Governor Earle Clemnan Church will hold
Millard Maxey, assistant counPrinceton at their regular meet- nesday and regular classes will
Bureau Meeting
In 1842 Henry T. Anderson and
A basement was added to the
.1p meeting at 7 p.. m. Farm
ents, elected to both the short
Kentucky
16.
November
ing
morning,
W. Elly attempted to hold building in 1936 and in 1937-38 ty agent in training in Caldwell
George
Delegates to the
Monday
resumed
be
be,
will
not
terms,
and regular
'ember 24, in the baseof the Christian faith the interior of the building was county for the past five months,
Bureau Federation conven- 'The F. F. A. "Green Hand" school officials said.
sworn in for the former term un- a meeting
the church. A program Farm
but were denied the replastered and redecorated is being transferred to WashingPrinceton
in
being held in Louisville this initiation was held on November
tion
published
being
is
The Leader
til the Senate reconvenes Monday
for the occasion with
building, fin- throughout, while the exterior ton county where he will assume
suitable
any
M. P. Brown, Jr., peesi- 14. with the following bays iniof
are
use
week
subfor
order
in
one day early
The short term was the result
the Rev. Geo. W. FilCarl Cunningham, J. A. tiated: Newman Board, Ronald scribers to receive their issue on of filling the unexpired term of ally standing on goods boxes in was repainted and finished. Nine his duties as assistant county
dent;
e a message on the Hemmingway and John Paul Capps, Raymond Lewis, Gaydon
preach. At that Sunday School rooms were added agent, R. A. Mabry, county agent,
time this week since there will Vice President Barkley follow- the streets to
Se Task Ahead", it is
Morse. County Agent R. A. Ma- Mitchell, Ralph Mitchell, Archie be no mail delivery on Thursday. ing his election. in 1948. Senator time Colonel Mitchusson owned to the building in 1948, completing announced.
a large hotel where Williamson's the present modern building of
bry is also attending the meeting, Scott, Arthur Ray Sharp, Larry
James Roser, former assistant
Garrett Withers, appointed by
invitation is extend- it was stated.
Smith, Diekie Webb, Hewlett
drug store is now located and the Christian Church with a res county agent in Pulaski county,
term
unexpired
the
to
Clements
Tea
Silver
Give
nen of the community
To
W.
J.
and
Jerry
registrants
White
Webster,
invian
to
accepted
preachers
the
made
A report
ident membership of 325 and is replacing Maxey as assistant
left office election day. The short
ret affiliated with some this week showed a total mem- Neal.
him to use the hotel's about 50 non-resident members. agent here.
For Hospital Benefit
term ends with the beginning of tation from
men's class, it w as bership of 61,215 in the state.
the
While
ballroom for services.
The list of ministers who have
A silver tea will be given at the regular term in January.
Roser and his wife will reside
meeting was in progress mem- served the church is incomplete
'The year has been the busiest New Billing Machine
Lieutenant Governor Lawrence
at 408 South Harrison street,
C. H. Jaggers
Mrs.
of
home
the
hisused their in- but the history compiled by Mr.
and most successful in the
Wetherby will succeed to the bers of the church
Princeton. Mr. and Mrs. Roser
Received By The City
on Eddyville road on Saturday,
gain the use of the Gates shoves the following pas
tory of the organization and will
Governorship when Clements re fluence to
are natives of Fayette county and
mabilling
Burroughs
new
A
7:30
was tors:
which
a
privilege
courthouse,
December 8, beginning at
compare favorably with the recsigns to become Senator.
graduates of the Univerate oi
chine has been received and
granted by court order.
ord of any Farm Bureau in the
p.m., for the benefit of the new
Dr. Hall, dentist; John Gano, Kentucky College of Agriculture
cards are now being printed for
QUESTION
Charles Ratliff and Mrs. Wilnation," an pfficial stated.
Mrs. Judge George Cook and W. C. Dimmitt, H. C. Waddell, and Home
hospital, Mrs J. J. Rosenthal,
Eeodomics. Mrs. Roser
y will mark the end
use in making out current water
chairman of the projects com- liam Rice were in Evansville one Mrs. Angeline Henry moved to T. C. Hart, Bro. Dearborn, Bra was formerly home
er century of football
bills for the -city, it was reported
demonstration
week.
Be
last
day
Will
Tour
1849
as
about
members
Pasture
Princeton
mittee, announced yesterday.
Smith, W. C. Cooper, J. W. Har- agent in Madison county, Richat the regular meeting of the
utler and Marion High
of the Christian Church and at dy, E. R. Farrow, Will J. Higby mond,
Tuesday
Next
Mabry
mid.
Featured
This
the Thanksgiving Day
city council Monday night.
once started a move to overcome Bro. Streeter, Brown Goodwin
Farmers of the county are in- machine will provide accurate
games are now tied
the difficulties of finding a place W. B. Bright, W. S. Payne, W. B
pasof
tour
a
make
meter readings each month in a
school having ten wins vited to
to worship by building a house Bright, C. H. Poage, J. C. Read Annual TB Seal Drive
Tuesday,
Catrwrignt,
Lester
Mrs.
single operation, thus eliminatand
and
Mr.
Finley
scores. What is your tures near Princeton on
C.
R.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of their own. In his history of
2:30
ale Tigers' chance of November 28, starting at
ing extra work in the city clerk's son. David, of Denver, Colorado, Dorothy Cash, Earl Cartwright, the church Attorney Gates told Harvey Baker Smith, C. H Begins Here Saturday
Barnes, J. C. Read, W. G. Eldred
The annual Christmas Seal
Sunday
spent
pm., R. A. Mabry, county agent, office, Mayor Hollowell said.
Sigler
Curtis
and
and
e 25th game?
Finley
Will
Mrs.
and Mr. and
of the persecution of those of J. M. Gordon, South Hawkins,
sale drive in Caldwell county will
announces.
Quisenberry, who is daughter, Clara, of Sparta, Illi- in Louisville and visited Mary
Garland
"this way," being spoken against Jesse Grubbs, Martin Sorenson,
ANSWERS
open Saturday, Mrs. Billy GresThe group is to meet at the in the new state sanitorium at nois, were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Spangler and Henry Cartwright by the denominations with every
utchinson: "B utler
E. C. Cravens, J. W. Ligon, J. J. ham, cliairman, announced this
n this game by 20 home of Connie Davis on the Madisonville for treatment, was C. S. Collier, Highland avenue, at Hazelwood.
effort being put forth to prevent Whitehouse, J. Lapsley Alderson,
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Harper their growth and development.
ter watching the rig- Harold McGowan farm just east granted an additional two-month one day last week.
D. D. Dugan, C. A. Weesner,
road and leave of absence by the council.
son, Carlton Lee, Detroit,
According to the chairman,
Murray and seeing the of the Princeton-Cadiz
M r s. Craig Roberts and
and
Mr.
Newspaper accounts give Mrs. Grady Spiegel, Charles P. Brooks,
south of PrinceMich., are visiting their parents,
seals were put into the mail this
Play they showed there about two miles
and family spent last weekend
for the estab- Tom Collins, and the present pasmore
credit
Henry
aland
Mr.
-year-old
and
Harper
Albert
Mr.
week with each letter containing
they will be able to ton. A tour of a five
with his parents in Hazard. J. D. Mashburn Attends
the church than any tor, the Rev. George W. Filer.
Mrs. Lexie Tosh, Route 3, Fre- lishment of
$2 worth of stamps. The quota
ion from scoring. MY falfa-orchard grass pasture on
Smith, Jr., of
of
other
the
member
organization,
Wade
D.
Mr.
is
as
listed
Johnson
Meet
Mrs.
.
Eliza
Executives'
the
and
Truck
donia, and other relatives.
for the county this year is $2,000,
the Jesse Phelps farm
tlar 20-Marion 0".
the
before or since. Dr. Hall, a resi- one of the early and ardent supJames D Mashburn, general Birmingham, Alabama, was
Mrs. Claude Akin and Miss
she said.
-old fescue-Wino clover
grandparhis
dent
many
years,
for
of
reorganized
ton: "I think we can two-year
guest
weekend
while
church
local
Ligon
the
porters
of
Arnold
the
of
Mary Wilson Eldred were in PaCreel Cunningham manager
The drive, Mrs. Gresham exn if the boys will real- pastures on the
and a director ents, Rev. and Mrs. 0. M. Shultz, ducah Thursday where Miss Eld- the church in 1854 with a mem- the official board members in
W. P. Oldham farms twill be Truck Lines here
plained, is held each year at this
and
D.
11
of
W.
people
bership
street.
M.
Hopkinsville
T.
proper teamwork and and
Powell,
of
S.
W.
were
1892
Committee
of the Education
red addressed the Paducah WomTinsley, then sheriff of the coun- Powe'14,—A, C. Mayes, II. H. (Un- time to raise funds to fight tukind of football they made.
Operations Council, atCorporal James L. Mitchell re- an's Club.
"The fields to be visited are Terminal
ty, donated a part of the lot on cle Dick( Poole, J. W. Cooksey, berculosis whose cost in this
• of doing. It isn't going
Colorado,
meeting of turned to Camp Carson,
national
can
enthe
Hayes
what
tended
Gene
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
examples
excellent
county is estimated at $350,000,however, for the recin Knoxville last Monday after a two weeks fur- tertained with a family dinner which the present church stands T. J. Johnson, Jr., E. M. Johnson,
be done through fertilization and the organization
000 a year.
John C. Gates. The active women
e two teams shows
his parents, Mr. and Sunday at their home in White for the building site.
with
pastures,"
lough
week.
improved
seeding of
"Each one of us can help bring
With the iodation of the lot listed at that time included Meswill be pretty evenly
The committee completed plans Mrs. J. D. Mitchell and family, Plains in honor of the birthday
Mabry said.
this costly disease under control
for a specialized training course Franklin street.
of Mr. Hayes. Those present were and the aid of the Masons a dames Farrow, Mayes, Cook, MarJr., by supporting t h e campaign
at the University of Tennessee
Shelton: "I think
Mrs. T. J. Mahan, Blytheville, Mr. and Mrs. Arch Martin, Mr. three-story building was com- ble, E. M. and T. J. Johnson,
Teen-Agers
where students may receive a de- Arkansas, returned to her home and Mrs. DeWitt Hayes and pleted in June, 1859. The base- Wylie, W. S. Powell, T. E. Cole- against TB in our community,"
win. I always root Ideal
e team and really be- Named At Butler High
gree in transportation. It is the Sunday after a two weeks' visit daughter, Wanda, Mrs. John ment'was used for school pur- man, P. 0. Harrelson (Aunt Sal- Mrs. Gresham said. "We have an
Buddy only school offering the course with her son, John Mahan and Lewis, Mrs. Fred Nichols, Sr., Bill poses, the second or ground floor lie) now nearing her 105th year, opportunity now to sh o w our
Sue Wadlington and
In Play hard enough
'
faith in the eradication of TB in
25th game."
Nichols, Mrs. Owen Hayes, and as a church, and the third floor and Mrs. T. H. King.
in the United States at the pres- family.
Stroube were chosen as t h
a tengible way. We can buy
as a Masonic Hall. Information
in the con- sent time
., idaditieu`n Said.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Shultz, Mr. and Mrs. James S. Tinsley,
adlington: "I think we "Ideal Teen-Agers"
Mini Katharine Garrett, North Christmas Seals, sole support of
sponMr. and from Mrs. Kennie Johnson, reand
Princeton,
of
all
goods
weekend
to win this important test completed Saturday,
were
Padurah,
Dr. C. H. Jaggers was represen- of
Club, it
ceived from her grandmother, Jefferson street, returned to the Caldwell County Tuberculoand Mrs. Mrs. Jack Porter, of Paducah.
teams appear to be sored by the Teen Age
tative to the House of Delegates of their parents, Rev.
stated that the fii-st two floors Princeton Thursday after spend- sis Association in its year-round
week.
of
Brockmeyer,
this
Charles
Mrs.
announced
street,
Hopkinsville
was
Shultz,
Y matched but I
Associa- 0. M.
being ar- of the Kentucky Dental
Sat- were completed when the Masons ing several months at her suni.' campaign against the 'white
r has enough scoring
A special program is
and Mr. and Mrs. R. Roy Tow- Fredonia, was in Princeton
PtalUt'." she *Med.
winner in tion meeting held in Louisville
asked for the privilege of extend- mer home in New Hampshire.
the
crown
urday.
to
cry, W. Main street.
defensive strength to ranged
Thursday.
stated.
was
it
future,
the near

Church Begins On Heels
Of City's First Paper

Church Of Christ
Building Complete
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by my bones", and feel this is another old wives tale. But, scientists publicans will be energetically pamphlet says. "Ninety per cent of
prove you wrong, they have vindicated Grandpa. Medical clima- taking the bull by the horns and our youth have the ability to
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In trying to keep abreast with all the new discoveries of G. 0. P. is supposed to have reDr. J. Dan Hull, of the Office
modern times, with things moving so rapidly in a progressive world, ceived, not even the leaders of of Education, serving as commiswe are pleased to learn that some of the old "saws" still hold water, the party seem to know. There sion chairman, says that while
to know that grandpa wasn't all wrong. He didn't know that was not a single, clear-cut reason the U. S. spends about a billion
science would back him up, but he did know that when his rheu- for the surprisingly good show- dollars a year on its high schools
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So, what happened? In 9 out of they find even essential expendithe judge dismissed the case. It was the last case on the docket, so
His Honor adjourned the court and left his bench. Then, all of a the 15 places where McCarthy tures difficult to meet, and 30
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Angela Calornirls
Nea Yol k
nt seven years as an FBI plant
'de the Communist party—but
e doesn't have any fool-proof
hod or spotting a Red.
When something walks like a
quacks like a duck and
s like a duck," she said,
slices are it's a duck. But if
'Sc never seen a duck before,
S hard to identify the first one
u do see."
The tiny, dark-haired photospher was approached by Fedi guieau agents in 1942 , and
ed if she would be "convert'to Communism, join the parwork hard in it--and report
activities to the bureau. She

accepted the asisignment—without
pay and without protection. The
seven years of gruelling, hectic
and frequently boring and unsatisfying work are recounted in
her new book, "Red Masquerade."
Angela made a good Communist
—rising from the lowest rank to
financial secretary of an important Manhattan unit of the party
completely unsuspected. In fact,
she was held in high party esteem the very day when she appeared as a government witness
in the New York trial of the
Communist party's 11 top leaders
—and identified each man as having actively taught and advocated
overthrow of the government.
Her appearance and calm statement she had always been a government agent was a bomb-shell
in the courtroom.
"I think control of CommuniSm
is the most important problem
we face today," she said. "I think
the answer to ferreting out Reds

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Student Makes Paper
From Tobacco Stalks
A University of Kentucky student, Arthur .1. Razor of Georgetown, has found a new use for
tobacco stalks. Using his wife's
kitchen as a laboratory, Razor
this week announced that he has
produced from ordinary tobacco
stalks a tough, fibrous quality
of paper that probably can be
adapted to many uses. The ex-G.
I. turned inventor was graduated
from the U. K. College of Education last June. He currently ia.
working toward a masters degree
in library science.
lies in legislation, but I don't
think the new Communist Registration act is the complete answer.
"There is one big advantage in
outlawing the party, however. It
means that anyone willing to support Communism is violating the
law—and that will keep party
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Precautions To
Take In Preparing
Thanksgiving Meal
13y Dr. W. L. Cash
(County Health Officer)
That truly American holiday—
Thanksgiving Day—is almost here
and Kentucky cooks are already
planning the menus for that big
Thanksgiving dinner. Such meals
are sometimes followed by a
stomach ache, but may -be followed by something much more
serious if care is not taken in
preparing the meat or fowl.
If turkey, or turkey dressing,
for example, is imperfectly cooked or if the hands are not clean
when the food is prepared, there
is danger of food poisoning. The
technical name for this infection
type of food poisoning is Salmonella, and approximately 30 per
cent of all reported eases of food
poisoning are of this type. The
foods usually implicated are meat,
milk, fish or other animal protein such as eggs. The infection
comes from uncooked animal
foods to the cooked food or from
a human carrier through the
medium of unwashed hands or
utensils.
Fatalities resulting from Salmonella are rare, .but the poisoning can be fairly acute, and complete recovery may require from

Twenty Plentiful Foods

Listed For December
December usually brings a seasonal peak in hog marketing, the
United States and Kentucky Departments of Agriculture report
10 days to several weeks.
To prevent Saknonella infection, the strictest possible attention should be paid to cleanliness
on the part of the food handler.
Knives used in dressing fowl
should be thoroughly boiled before they are used on the cooked
meat. Rate, mice and houseflies
are carriers of Salmonella organisms. Proper rodent and fly control measures are important preventive measures.
Refrigeration of foods prevents
the multiplication of bacteria,
but care should be taken to keep
them out of food. Don't let vour
holiday be marred by danger of
infection. Further information
regarding the prevention of food
poisoning may be obtained from
the Caldwell County Health Department.

Crawfords Make
More Improvements
In Farm And Home
Improved pastures enabled Mr.
and Mrs. W. K. Crawford of the
Otter Pond community to enlarge
their livestock program this year,
stated R. A. Mabry, county agent.
The Crawfords' plan included
buying thirty-six sheep, increasing beef cattle one third, adding
one brood saw, and raising two
hundred layers.
One acre of Kesind Clover
was sown for seed crops. Two
fields were seeded respectively to
orchard grass-Ladino and fescueLadino.
The entire farm was limed and
400 pounds of phosphate and 300
pounds of complete fertilizer
were added to cropland for a
four year rotation.
The Crawfords increased the
home food supply by raising a
iarge supply of vegetables and
canning and freezing more.
Although the Crawfords have
had a home improvement program
in progress for the past three
years, they finished the shower,
Papered the kitchen and added
new curtains in the bedroom.
Li nd a, t h e eight-year-old
daughter, is studying music and
attends Cckiti school. Both Mr.
and Mrs. Crawford are active in
community affairs, stated home
agent, Wilma Vandiver.
membership from growing."
The party, Miss Calomiris said,
is prepared to disappear completely into the underground to
function efficiently.
"That means that the FBI will
have to go underground with it,"
she said. "There will have to be
more government plants in the
Party and danger to them will
increase. Any plant's life is in
danger."

In inning pork among the top
items on the plentiful roods Bat
for the 'Southeast in the corning
month.
Along with pork, turitiWeranberries, cabbage and sweet potatoes should be abundant in the
Southeast, including Kentucky,
during December. Apple supplies

are heavy, and the listing shows
two fruits added tp the plentiful
roundup—oranges and grapefruit.
Vegetables, in addition to sweet
potatoes and cabbage, include earrots, ,onions and irish potatoes.
The Departments of Agriculture
also reports plentiful supplies of
hens, fryers, broiler} and fish will

be found in December. Other
foods of. which there will be
plenty are cheese, peanut butter,
lard, eggs and honey.
An insecticide, scabrin, has
been extracted from the roots of
the ox-eye weed.
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's5 question we'd like you to ask,
time von drive in for gas: "What
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ridge to take a breather and one
s.
said: "There ain't any pheasant
Haven't seen a bird all day."
But we had counted 14, including four roosters, that had either
sneak-flushed or run out on them
in that one patch of willows.
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FRIENDSHIP 4-H CLUB
The Friendship 4-H Club met
at the school building on November 8 with Mary P'Pool leading
in the U. S. and 4-H pledge. Patsy Hale, Jean and Joan Wadlington were' new members accepted
in the club.
Members giving the program
on Kentucky parks were Nina
Adams, Barbara Ladd, Betty Porter, Sue DeBoe, Irene Rogers,
Jerry Hale and Danny Wyatt.
The next meeting is to be in
the school the first Tuesday in
December.

S. J. Coon Makes 'Farmers Get Some
Credit For Grass
Limestone Soil
Hold Good Pond

Eighty-five per cent of the tobacco land in Hart county has
-been seeded to a cover crop.
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first.
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tion often harbors diseases and of soil go off
AS LITTLE AS
Artificial breeding offers an insect.4, permitting them to live the remaining soil less capable of
opportunity to improve the qual- over the winter.
a
holding tnoisture and plant food,"
ity of dairy cattle that should
DAY!
Creornulsion relieves promptly because not be overlooked by most dairygoes right to the seat of the trouble men, according to a new circuIt
Range with
to help loosen and expel germ laden lar of the College of Agriculture
re a brand-new G-E "Speed-cooking"
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
ever expect!
Economics, University
h buttons at a price that's lower than you'd
head raw, tender. inflamed bronchial and Home
doing!
membranes. Guaranteed to please you of Kentucky.
Sec It today! You'll shout about it, just as we are
or money refunded. Creotnulsion bee
Dairying accounts for about 17
• Huge Tripl-Oven!
stpod the test of millions of men.
Peslt Button Centrals!
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Hi-Speed
•
Automatic Oven Timer!
come, second only to tobacco, and
Units!
Big Thrift Cooker!
Mee Orli. Mlles limmufhlifs may be expected to become more
POMO
Unit!
Haisable
• fourth
important as more grass is grown
and better herds established.
FIRE
Some of the advantages of artificial breeding are:
INSURANCE
I. Service to outstanding dairy
Phone 2081
rtHC;ry
sires may be had at relatively
CALL 2.110
low cost.
dealer
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Apt
2. More widespread use may be
Servos
Inc.
Complete low.
ELECTRIC
made of the outstanding sires
GENERAL
.
St.
111 W. tim.ket
which are available.
3. Diseases frequently brought
in with purchased replacements
may be avoided. Also, certain diseases transmitted by infected
bulls can be effectively controlled.
4. The expense and risk of
keeping a bull on the farm are
avoided.
5. Frequently, artificial breeding tends to cause owners to give
better feeding and care to their
herds—especially to those animals resulting from artificial
service.
Several disadvantages of artificial breeding are listed. Discussed also are the organization and
operation of local breeding cooperatives, including membership,
finances, number of cows required, and the like.
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Beware Coughs
From Common Colds
That HANG ON
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IT'S TIME
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Princeton Lumber Co.

TO DELIVER YOUR BURLEY TOBACCO
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PADUCAH BURLEY FLOOR
1010 MADISON ST.
MARKETS OPENING SALE NOVEMBER 29th.
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PADUCAH BURLEY FLOOR
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Robinson Implement & Motor Co.
Hopkinsville Road

This Unusual
Ensemble

Phone 2053

We courteously invite you to our floor. We appreciate your business. We get best prices for your
tobacco.
Thank you for your nice business in the past and
we assure you the same courteous and efficient
service now and in future years to come.

WINSTEAD
JEWELERS
USE OUR LAY-AWAY
NOW FOR CHRISTMAS!

PADUCAH, KY.
Kennedy Bros., owners

1010 Madison St.

PHONE 1669

J. G. Campbell,mgr.
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for which to be thankful. Today we must live
up to the faith of our forefathers. Have faith
that we as a people and that we as a nation
will be able to protect ourselves from forces of
darkness that threaten to smother the light
of liberty.
Go To Church Thanksgiving! Give thanks fot
your blessings, and ask for courage to fac€
tomorrow.

Today, as our forefathers did, we celebrate
Thanksgiving with a deep appreciation for
received,
all the material benefits we have
privilege
for freedom, but above all, for the
of worship.
worshipThe Pilgrims who founded our nation
Thanksped in the wilderness on that first
blessings.
giving, giving thanks to God for His
plenty
Meager blessings they were, but still

GO
To Union Thanksgiving Services
AT

CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Bectiniting 418:30 Cleior,4
.3ait
address
the Ogden Memorial Methodist Church, will deliver the
of
pastor
Callender,
Rev. Joe
High -School Glee Club

-

Music will be presented by the Butler

CHURCH
THE
AT
A.M.
10
AT
BEGIN
WILL
SERVICES
CHURCH
FIRST BAPTIST
pastor, will bring the message.
Rev. H. G. M. Hatler,

STORE
BILL'S AUTO ASSOCIATE
FEDERATED STORES
GREENHOUSE
A. M.HARVILL
HENRY & HENRY
JOINER HARDWARE CO.
MITCHELL BROS.

MORGAN'S
PRINCETON CREAMERY
PRINCETON MOTOR SALES
PRINCETON TIRE &
RECAPPING CO.

PURDYS
RED FRONT STORE
STEGER LUMBER CO.
TOWERY'S LAUNDRY
WAMORCHAM

WILLIAMSON DRUG STORE
WESTERN AUTO ASSOC. STORE
C.A.WOODALL INS., Agency
PETER WOOD L. P. GAS CO.
JOHN E. YOUNG INS. Agency

KENTUCKY
THE PRINCETON LEADER. PRINCETON.
Fish Are Fooled By
Lures -- People, Too
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News From The Past

amoitions of those
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and
county almost
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell
yellowed files of Twice40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the
as a regular Leader
A-Week Leader of those years will be published
the Princeton refeature. The articles are reproduced just as
wrote them.
century.
the
of
turn
the
after
,
thorns
porters.
March 18, 1943. Mrs. Lillie F.
January 14, 1943. Lieut. (j4)
and Mrs. I. B. Tanner
Murphy
Butler
former
John Earl Sims,
night for Arlington
Tuesday
left
football
and
High instructor
Francisco, California,
coach, has been promoted to and San
Mrs. Murphy will
Lieutenant (s.g.) in the United respectitsely.
sister, Mrs. J. U. RuckStates Navy and assigned to duty visit her
Tanner will visit her
with Pan American Airlines, to er and Mrs.
Mrs. Rene Davis, who
daughter,
fleets
for
navigator
chief
as
serve
ill.
of combat planes being ferried is quite
• • •
from Miami, Florida, to North
May 13, 1943. Misses Imogene
Africa, friends here learned this
Chandler and Wanda Wadlington
week.
have accepted clerical positions
•
•
•
in a shipyard in Evansville. They
McClay
Mrs.
1943.
4,
March
have been attending B.U., BowClain left Thursday night for Mo- ling Green, the last year.
• • •
bile, Alabama, where she will
June 3, 1943. Miss Joyce Farmjoin her husband, Mr. McClain,
graduated
who is serving an internship in er, who was recently
from Blue Mountain College,
the City Hospital there.
Blue Mountain, Miss., has ac• • •
cepted a position as music direcFrances
Miss
1943.
March II,
tor at the First Baptist Church,
but
ian,
Princeton
Groom, former
Clarksdale, Miss. She will asemployee
for the last 15 years an
her new duties June 20.
sume
ations
of the Federal Communic
• •.
C.,
Commission at Washington, D.
Charles "Soni"
1943.
29,
July
will leave by plane for Bogata,
Corps Engineer
Columbia, S. A., March 18, to Lester, Signal
Engineering Agency,
assume new secretarial duty with for the plant
Pa.,itivisiting his
hia,
Philadelp
there.
embassy
States
the United
. J. B. Lesand
Mr.
parents,
Groom.
L.
J.
of
sister
She is a

What makes a railroad?

There's one ingredient in the making of a railroad that you can't measure in miles of rail,
might of motive power or tons of freight.
Call it spirit, if you like. It's the quality .that
binds railroad men and railroad tools into a complex but unified whole.
This is a good time of year to talk about the
Illinois CentraPs spirit. For it springs from the
sturdy root brought ashore by the Pilgrims 330
years ago at Plymouth Rock.
For to those Pilgrims, and to us, the true spirit
of Thanksgiving is in gratitude—not for blessings
received—but for the freedom to work toward
the creation of those blessings.
Pilgrims gave thanks for the privilege of
planting, cultivating and harvesting their first
app. We give thanks in the same way for the
privilege of working for those whose friendship
and patronage enable us to sustain ourselves.

The

For the spirit of the Illinois Central is the spirit
of work. All that we ask is the right to work and
to earn the friendship and patronage of those we
serve.
W. A. JOHNSTON
President

ILLINOIS CENTRAL
Main Lino of Mid-America

Tulsa, Okla. — A grasshopper
lure so Beelike that not;enly fish
but people, too, bite at it is being
marketed here.
Molded in green and brown
latex, the handmade insects are
the trickiest fraud yet pulled on
our piscatorial friends.
"It's alfost shameful," says
merchandiser A. L. (Billy) Waite,
"how fish bite at these things."
Waite knew he had something
when his friends flicked at them

while pinned in jest to his shirt
collar or lapel.
An avid angler himself, t h e
Tulsan stumbled on the lureti
while fishing near Windsor, Mo.,
where they are made in a small
plant.
He inunediately snapped up exclusive sales rights and is working out a mass production scheme
to supply the nation.
"The secret of the thing," Waite
points out, "is the technique of
molding it with hollow insides,
so It floats. On a fly line it sits
on the water for all the world like
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WITH
ONE OF THESE
Seventh MaMARINES SLOG THROUGH SNOW: A column of
of Hagaru,
town
in
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light
through
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packs,
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last town before reaching Changjin reservior. Townspeople
they
to watch Marines as they plod along with no opposition as
near reservoir. (AP Wirephoto via radio from Tokyo)

SPECIALLY SELECTED
GIFTS FOR CHRISTMAS!

How To
kk Amazing
For Your Stoma

Ithaca, N. Y. — Hopes fqr cut- gans cif calves. Except Cornell's
this vicinity
ting costs of milk may depend on herd, all calves in
nts to study
Experime
them.
have
Corat
cows
of
herd
an unusual
nell University's new Veterinary them are starting.
.
A new menace, discovered isfi
Virus Research Institute.
this year, is a
The plans are described by the New York State
wdirector, Dr. James A. Baker, disease caused by a corkscre
called leptoand
germ,
shaped
big
One
ogy.
bacteriol
of
professor
spreads
cost item is the length of a cow's spirosis. T he disease
one
productive life. That is the time through an entire herd if
cow gets it, kills 10 per cent,
during which she gives milk.
stops all milk for a week, and
That life is now three years. It
then cuts the milk yield in half
Mastitis
years.
seven
be
to
ought
until the cow has another calf.
le.
are
responsib
and other diseases
This infection was first recogennot
The cause of mastitis is
in
tirely known, nor is there always nized in Texas in 1942, then
New Jersey in 1944. This year
a cure.
it came to New York and WisCornell's herd is disease-free,
the two largest milk-proconsin,
numIt
the only one of its kind.
A cow after being
states.
ducing
bers 27 cows, and one bull. The
carrier for three
a
becomes
ill
herd came from the Rockefeller
months. The Institute is working
Institute at Princeton, N. J.,
on a drug to eliminate the carwhich closed recentlY. The herd
rier stage, and also on a vaccine
rode here in sterilized furniture
to prevent the disease.
vans, that never before held a
A new division of the Instipastures
from
comes
cow. Hay
ed with
that never had cows, and never tute is for dogs, establish
money from veterinarians, dog
were fertilized with manure. (
l
The animals are pastured be- lovers, and interested industria
hind a double fence. The inner is firms. There is a kennel free of
to keep them inside. The outer dug diseases. An isolation laboradog stalls is build- ,
fence is much higher, with a tory with tile
ing.
keeps
fence
This
barbed canopy.
In these stalls dogs of all
out humans and animals.
The caretaker enters a barn breeds will be studied for the
opening upon the pasture. Before benefit of all other dogs. A dog
he calls the cows, he strips, takes disease already well under cona soap and water shower and trol is infectious hepatitis, a livdresses in an all-rubber costume. er trouble. Only an expert can
Newborn calves are caught in a distinguish it from distemper.
The liver trouble kills 10 per
sterile bag.
For medical experiments cows cent.
are brought in a van from the
Unlike distemper, it is not carpasture to special isolation stalls ried in the air, but from dog to
in an animal building constructed dog. It is also spread on the
by New York State. All this gets hands of people, Spread can be
rid of stray diseases which other- stopped by keeping dogs isolated
wise complicate attempts to im- in separate feeding pens, and by
prove cattle. One of the stray washing hands. An anti-serum is
infections, recently found by Dr. made which immunizes dogs for
Charles J. York of the Institute, three weeks. Work is under way
is an elementary body type virus on a vaccine for longer immunity.
that infects calves. These a r e
small particles found in the orThe name of China's Hainan Ister, Washington street. He will land means "Sea-South", says the
return the latter part of this National-Geographic Society.
week.'
• • •
September 18, 1943. Dr. an d
Mrs. Frank Giannini and little
son, Frankie, returned to their
home in Little Rock., Ark., Monday, after a visit with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Giannini and Mr. and Mrs. Torn Jones.
Sr.Giannini is Assistant Resident Surgeon in the University
Hospital there.
• • •
October 21, 1943. Mr. and Mrs.
Randolph Hutchinson and little
daughter, Mida Ree, of Henderson spent last weekend with his
mother, Mrs. J. R. Hutchinson
Surprisin' how
and Mrs. Hutchinson's brother,
much smarter folks
Clifton Pruett awl Mrs. Pruett.
get when prices
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(A)10.4 Cu. Ft. DeLuxe! (B) Electric Range
This extra capacity, extra feature
Coldspot gives maximum food
storage convenience at a minimum price! Full width stainless
steel freezer chest with 4-way
adjustable Humiderator to keep
proper humidity at all times.
Larrie meat storage drawer,
chrome shelves, enameled
crispers. U.L. Approved. Permathrift unit guaranteed 5 years.
Buy on Easy Terms..$239.75

(C)Our Best Gas Range
Fully automatic ... the Robotimer
cooks complete meals while you
are away! Turns oven on and off
automatically. Appliance outlet is
Robotimer-controlled, too; you
can have coffee all perked when
you get up! Broiler lights automatically. 5 top burners; griddle for
middle burner. 2 Warm -R Burners, 2 storage drawers. Lamp
and clock. U. L. Approved. Easy
$229.95
terms

A lot of stove for the money!6-qt.
deep-well cooker with trivet and
7-speed unit. 1 giant and 2 standard size surface units with 7
cooking heats. 2-unit oven has
thermostat control and fully
insulated. Smokeless broiler; storage drawer. Gleaming white
stain and acid resistant porcelain
enamel finish. U. L. Approved.
$118.95
Easy Terms

(D)Radio-Phonograph

16-inch Gray-vue tube; exceptionally goodlooking mahogany veneer cabinet. Clear...
less eye strain from light reflection. Automatic
frequency control locks picture in place. U. L.
Approved. low monthly terms....$229.93

Sander-Polisher
Comliination.
31-Pc. Set
•
rhp
lailsitirod, metal,
• Polish furniture,
silver
• Sand floors,
furniture
• Polish cars quickly
• Mix paints, etc.

• Grind tools, knives

Kitchen Ensembles
(Including sink) as
low as $204.00

PLAN TO ATTEND — BRING THE FAMILY

MADISONVILLE RETAIL
MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION

Bathroom and
ail-steel kitchen
ensembles now
available!
3-Pc. Bath
Ensembles as low
as $114.50

SATURDAY - NOVEMBER 25th
A sensational gift for this handy man!

HAPPY JACK

ISIS On Your Dial

Tel. 2441

$139.95
Walnut finish
Mahogany finish.. $149.95

HAPPY Jilt
for women S. girls

tor woe it, boys

Princeton

with superb 3-speed record
changer! Plays all sizes, all
speeds of records with one tone
arm, one needle, one spindle.
Powerful long-range AM -FM
chassis. A Christmas gift that will
give many hours of pleasure and
entertainment to your family. Builtin antenna;space for 84 records.
U. L. Approved.

(E)FinestTable ModelTelevision!

ors high. Instead
of buying tons of costly gadgets.
more and more thrift.minded shop.
pars are giving practical, usable
dungarees. And the overwhelming
favorite in dungarees is Happy Jack
for boys and men ... Happy Jill
for girls and worsen. You can buy
Happy Jocks and Happy Jilts at
storm everywhere, and thousands of
smart folks ... more than ever before in history.. are doing just that.

• Prizes
• Decorations
• Bands
• Floats
Gifts for the Kiddies
BEST CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL in
and
BIGGEST

Over 40 Yea
C.. A. Woo

I just didn't
know there
were so many
smart folks.

IN MADISONVILLE

keen Woodall

Don't confuse thls set with other similar outfits selling in this
price range. The drill Is a superior Craftsman quality and
you can choose either Saw-Grip or Pistol Grip model.
light
Finest geared key chuck, precision bearings, strong,
aluminum alloy hems. 10 Mgh speed and 3 weed bits
pkrs other accessories shown.
al-pc. sot $11.111
Orlitonty $21.11

Telephone 2048

Complete line of
plastic and steel
tile also available.

4-Pc. floor polishing ser
included. Does the job 10
times faster than by hand.
Sands, polishes, buffs, removes paint, rust, etc. Ideal
for polishing car. Precision
ball bearings. Aluminum
alloy frame; G.E. motor.
U. L. Approved.
Easy terms.
Without case
$36.90
With steel case
$39.90
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deliver such planes quickly to unII1C5 J. Strebig),
e non-Stop expected hot spots and how t
ton —
- keep them in the air over long
lantic flight of single
just periods for air cover.
et fighters was not
as a primThe flight by two Republic
It was meant
Inonstration of how the 184E Thunderjets showed the
prob.
some work remains to be done
es is solving two
modern air war—one One plane was lost at the Labramilitary.
dor coast line when the pilot was
1, the other
technical diffieulty con- unable to complete his third rehigh fuel demands and fueling. The other plane landed
safely at Limestone Airbase
v short flight time of jet
Maine, 500 miles short of its goal
._:/r_t_v_t_o_s because of bad weather over New
,ketary problem is
York.
If the flight had been headed
eastward, to Euteme, the demon
stration would have been mu
simpler. The planes would have
been helped by the winds rathe
than held back so much the
their average ground speed we
about two-thirds normal.
When the refueling system ha been perfected, it will mean that
jet fighter squadrons based- in
the United States can be dispatched to defense position
thousands of miles away withi
24 hours. The need for basin
larger elements overseas shoul
be reduced.
A fully dependable refuelingin-flight method will permit je
k Amazing Relief fighters patrolling borders or

or Your Stomach
STOMACH
HARVEY
TMENT goes further
most stomach treatments
It is
e market today.
medup of four different
inmain
the
of
One
.
nts is belladonna.
arantee this wonderful
me to relieve ulcer pain,
belchy,
that acid, gassy,
feelus and lack of pep
Compare its price with
stomach preparations.
this treatment today—
is no need to suffer. Ask
druggist for Harvey TabSOLD ONLY AT
D DRUG STORE
PRINCETON. KY.

Health Unit Will Dawson Road
met
Provide Programs
For Club Groups

George Stephens, llyla Mahon, R.
G. McClelland, Fred Nichols, Bill
Palmer, Jack Nichols, K. T. Vick,
Glover Lewis, and Dennis Marvel.
. Visitors present were Mrs. J. J.
Rosenthal, Mrs. Leamon Stallings,
Mrs. C. L. Granstaff and Mrs. Don
Granstaff.
The club will meet Thursday,
Dec. 21, with Mrs. Lemah Hopper as hostess.

The Dawson Road Homemakers
Club
Thursday, November 10.
at 1:30 p. m. at the home of Mrs.
Dennis Marvel.
The meeting was opened with
the Homemakers Creed. The devotional and thought for the
By Dr. W. L. Cash
month was given by Mrs. Jack
(County Health Officer)
In planning programs for the Nichols.
coming year committee chairmen, Mrs. K. T. Vick led the busiNext time you serve spinach or
church workers and teachers will ness session. Mrs. Verdie Creekfind the Caldwell County Health mur was elected secretary and kale, dress the green vegetable
Unit a valuable source of aid. The treasurer, replacing Mrs. Marvin with butter or margarine creamsanitarian is available for giving Stalling, who has gone to North ed with a little prepared mustard
talks and showing films in his Carolina to -be with her husband and some lemon juice. Use two
teaspoons each of mustard and
field; the nurse will be glad to who is in the Marine Corps.
The minor lesson on safety was lemon juice to two tablespoons of
participate on a program on
nursing, and the health officer given by Mrs. Clyde Clayton. The butter or margarine.
and other members of the staff major lesson on taking body
National 4-H Club age limits
measurements and fitting pat- for membership are between 10
stand ready to help.
Recent pamphlets which are terns to the individual was given and 21.
available through the County by Mrs. Dennis Marvel and Mrs.
Health Unit include Sanitation is Fred Nichols.
Members present were MesHealth Insurance, Diphtheria Can
Be Prevented, No Danger from dames Verdie Creekmur, Walter
Whooping Cough, Rheumatic Fe- Rogers, Charlie Tandy, W. B. RogDo you own a dog, a
agency which distributes this pic- ver and Prevent Rabies. Pamph- ers, Clyde Clayton, Fred "Watson,
EXECUT1(AN IN SOUTH KOREA: Pix, Inc., New York picture
or have children?
as
it
cat
describing
caption
with
the
Seoul,
in
—
----lets are also available on a wide
ture, says it came from its photographer, I. W. Lorwin,
Comprehensive Percaption
A
to
Of
special
interest
The
teachers
ors.
collaborat
t
Communis
range of other subject matter,
showing South Korean soldiers executing South Korean
sonal Liability policy
lined op in grows of two from child care to the problems are two recently acquired films
said this execution took, place eight miles outside Seoul as prisoners were
will protect you fientitled, "Motivating the Class"
of oldsters.
tied together with ropes by their wrists. (AP Wirephoto)
nancially against damand "The Importance of Goals."
of
health
variety
a
on
Films
and
Preaching every second
age done by you or
Of more general interest are
protecting bombers to remain in
the
from
available
are
topics
at
rota th Sunday afternoons
yours to the person or
to A Life", "Human Bethe air as long as pilots can enCentral Film Library of the State "Preface
2:30.
property of others. It
ginnings", "To Live in Darkness"
dure it. The longest such 'flight FIRST CHRISTIAN
for
Orders
t
Health.
of
Departmen
Prayer meeting every Saturcosts little.
(a study of eye safety in industhus far for a single-pilot jet
these films should be placed with
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
day at 7:30 p. m.
try) and "Marriage for Modfighter is more than 12 hours.
Unit
Health
the Caldwell County
Servicesi
erns" (a series of five films).
at least three weeks in advance
Refueling in flight will sharpChurch School at 9:45 a. m.
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Soon to be released for general
in.
a.
pastor.
of the date set for their showing.
ly reduce the number of fighter
Rev. Irvine, L. Parrett is
Worship Service at 11:00
distribution will be the film, "So
planes needed for patrol and esRadio Service, Sunday at 7:30
CYF meets at 8:00 p. m. each
Much For So Little", an animated
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
cort assignment by eliminating Sunday.
a. m.
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m. cartoon in color showing the sermost of the time lost in climbing
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Sunday School-9:45 a.
vices offered by county health
to altitude and returning to base.
Training Union-6 p. m.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednesunits.
FREDONIA PENTICOSTAL
It also will save fuel needed for day at 7:00 p. m.
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
Rev. Opal Miller, pastor
Evening Worship---7:45 p. in.
climbing.
Sunday School 10 a.m.
PRESBYTERIAN
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
Mid-air refueling is not new. CENTRAL
pastor
Loperfido,
Floyd
Rev.
m.
p.
7
The Air Force did it with a
WHITE SULPHUR
World War 1 plane 27 years ago. SUNDAY
Rev. Shirley DeBell, Minister
HOLINESS
School
STAL
Sunday
PENTECO
a.m.
9:45
Six years later it sponsored the
Sunday School-10:00 a. m.
Service
Madisonville Road. Rev
Morning
Old
am.
10:45
150-hour flight of the "Question
Morning Service-11:00 a. m.
Turner, pastor.
Worship
Evening
Maude
Mrs.
p.m.
7:30
Mark." A system basically the
Training Union-6:30 p. in.
a.m.
9:45
School
Sunday
DAY
same as that of 1929 was used WEDNES
Evening Service-7:30 p. in.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
to refuel a 850 superfortress
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday-6:00
Service
Practice
People's
Young
8:15 p.m. Choir
"Lucky Lady II," on an around
7:00 p. m.
Ism
the world non-stop flight last
Attend the church where you
OGDEN METHODIST
Evangelistic Service 7 p.
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
year.
Pastor
,
prayet will receive a cordial welcome.
Callender
H.
Rev. Joseph
y evening
Wednesda
The method used in the transChurch School, 9:45 o'clock
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
set-vice 7:00 p.m.
Atlantic jet flight differs from
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
the 1929 method only in details
Methodist Youth Fellowship, CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
necessary to adapt it to singleRev. H. C. Knight, pastor.
o'clock
8
pilot operation at high altitudes.
Preaching services every secdaily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
The "Question Mark" crew
Wednesday Evening Service, 7 ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m.
caught a hose dangled from a
and 7 p. in.
o'clock
transport plane carrying cans of
Prayer meeting every ThursThe
"Lucky
oil.
gasoline and
day night at 7 p. m.
FIRST BAPTIST
from
a
hose
Lady" crew caught
Sunday school every Sunday
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
the tankers, but did it with a
morning at 9:45 a. m.
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
/railing grapple. An automatic
10:50 a. in. Morning Service
nozzle connection was used.
CUMBERLAND
6:15 p.r.s. Training Union
The jet fighters used a system
PRESBYTERIAN
Phone 3226
Hopkinsville Rd.
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
W. H. Tallent, minister
known as the "Drogue-probe"
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
Princeton, Ky.
method. It also calls for a trail- 7:30 p. in.
Sunday School, 9:45 a. in.
Morning Worship, 11 a. in.
ing hose from the tanker plane.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
However, a nozzle-tipped probe ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. in.
extending from the left wing of PRINCETON
Prayer meeting every WednesCHURCH Or THE IMMACUWALKER HAS IT
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL- day at 7:45 p. m., followed by
choir rehearsal.
50 pieces Silverware
INGTON
Service for S
First, third and fifth Sundays,
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
'MELODY" PATTERN
Mass at 8 o'clock.
fourth Sundays, (Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
and
Second
$19.95
Services every second Saturday
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry Mass at 10 o'clock.
at 11 a. in.
Dial 3211
Princeton, Ky.
Sunday School at 10 a.m, and
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOSon fourth Sunday at 11
services
CHAPEL
PITAL
7:30 p. in.
and
m.
a.
Sundays,
fifth
and
third
First,
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.•
BAPTIST
SON
DONALD
Second and fourth Sundays,
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Sunday School, 10 a. in.
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
Morning Worship, 11 a. in
Rev. William Borntraeger is
Evening Worship, 7:45 p. m.
pastor and the Rev. Richard
Zlements is assistant pastor.

At The Churches

H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

Ferguson Tractors

Over 40 Years We Have Stayed and Pnid

FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
Sunday School every Sunday
afternoon at 2:30.
the fighter is maneuvered into a
funnel-shaped tip at the end of
the hose. The rest of the fuel
transfer is automatic.
Air Force officials s a y such
methods are intended only for
the period it will take to develop
jet planes with sufficient range
to do their job without in-flight

15 minutes between
Everyone vielcom•s the
take time out now for the
halves. And If you
give your car his 7-point
Ashland serviceman to
winter without car worry.,
service, you'll welcome

CHANGE TO SEASON -RIGHT

VALVOLINE
Riley & Tabor Service Station

refueling.
Mr. Dan Goldsmith, 3024 CurA system quite different from ron Road, Louisville, Ky., owner of
West
the flexible hose method has Coogla Cut Rate Store at 935aren't
there just
been adopted for Air Force Broadway, says the English lanwords fit
bombers and is in production. enough
guage to praise HADACOL corThis is the "flying boom." A tele- rectly. He says he knows most
scoping tube is extended from folks don't realize what a change
the tail of the tanker plane. The HADAC01, can make in their life
in
bomber approaches close to the if their systems are deficient
Bs, Iron and Niacin.
tanker until an operator can ma- Vitamine
Here is Mr. Goldsmith's stateneuver the boom into an opening
ment:
in the bomber's nose.
"Before I started taking HADAThe "flying boom" has a very
COL I was run down and nervous
high fuel flow rate and can fill —and had • hard time sleeping
store
a bomber's huge tanks in 15 nights. With my work in the
sometimes 14 hours
minutes or less. But it can handle I have to spend
in
am
I
Since
feet.
my
on
• day
only one plane at a time
the retail business I saw how many
HADACOL
for
asking
folks were
so I decided to try it myself. After
Keach's in Hopkinsville
the first couple of bottlei I couldI
tell a definite improvement Now
FOR COMPLETE
have all the pep and energy in Use
HOME FURNISHINGS
world, my nerves are steady as
ever and I really do get a good
night's rest. HADACOL is wonderful — I not only take it, but
recommend it to all my customers.
I praise the day Senator Dudley J.
LeBlanc put HADACOL on the
market."
HADACOL Is So Differeat
Thousands are 1)enefiting frees
whose systems lack
HADACOL
Vitamins 10, Be, Iron and Niacin.
HADACOL is so wonderful beup
cause HADACOL helps buildyour
the hemoglobin content of
blood (when Iron is needed) to
carry these great Vitamins and
Minerals to every body organ -to every part of the body.
Give remarkable HADACOL •
chance and if you don't feel better
with the first few bottles you hike
— you get your money beck. Only
61.25 for Trial She; largo Fansibr
$3.111lifmtm
or Hospital Mae.haveA
druggist dies sot
seder k direct from The 1•1111nen
Oseparatlea. Lafayette, Leeinkina
45 talk 11.• Wawa Osseiswelse.

Vibrapac
Concrete Masonn
Gives You —
FIRE SAFETY
STORM SAFETY
WEATHER TIGHTNESS
BUILT-IN INSULATION
LIFELONG DURABILITY
LOW UPKEEP COST
LOW INSURANCE RAT1S
EASY FINANCING
HEALTHFULNESS
VERMIN-PROOFNESS
STRUCTURAL BEAUTY
LOW SUILDING COST
RAPID

on the farm when you
Fire safety and storm safety are yours
show that more
records
build with concrete masonry. The
United States
the
in
nts
replaceme
than half the farm building
masonry
Concrete
tornado.
or
fire
are made necessary by
both.
protects you from
Then you will not
Play safe. Build with concrete masonry.
storm damage, but your
only be protected against fire and
and new. Repairs and
buildings will always look neat fresh
easier.
chores
upkeep will be low and daily

FREE! Write or call for your copy of this complete story of Concrete Masonry Construction
See Our Dealer

cousnucriot.

FiESSER

'.11.11tAP5C

CONCRETE

MASONRY

UNIT.,

4
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r 15, at Orange
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21.
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3
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Good
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n
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Electric
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she
for
were
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Let No Grave
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Dr. and Mrs. C. 14. Brockme
e
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High
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3180
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tfc
gallstones.
Cum- FOR SALE: Phillips gasoline and Mystic To Be Featured
R.
K.
er, Sr., were Sunday dinner guests surgery for
3555,
Call
business.
School.
our
in
your head
Unmark
Dinner guests at the home of
Phillips motor oil. Gate tires At Capitol Next Week
45-tfe HEATER REPAIR: We are facmins Insurance Agency. 21-1tc
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles BrockEnduring Quell:it: y
Anti-freeze, permatubes.
and
station
meyer, Jr., and daughter, Sandra. E. T. Lobb Thursday were Mr.
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tory authorized
Zandorra, world famous mysModerate Pre
: All makes and
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nent and alcohol base, best
"South CORNER GRILL: Announces a
J. C. Butts, of Ft. Knox, spent and Mrs. Tom Stepheson, Mrs. WATCH MAKING
for repairing your
equip- tic, will open a week's engage- Dial 2640
repairSteak,
modern
—Sizz-Lhave
jewelry
sandwich
We
clocks,
new
quality.
and
modela;
Mexico,
Strones
of
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heater.
car
Theater
Capitol
the
Wind"
at
the weekend with his parents, Mr. Christine Whitt,
ment
Hot
ment for all lubrication.
30c. Try it after the football
ed. All work guaranteed. Chas.
Mrs. Ida Smith of Chicago.
Texaco Service, corner Main &
and Mrs. John Butts.
a Sunday, November 26, Toni Simflats
watchWe
m.
p.
fixing
12
certified
'till
washing;
Open
Russell,
water
game.
"Pete"
ALLEN
Mrs. C. T. Henson is spending
, announced this
Plum streets, phone 3111. c-tf
Mrs. Bradley Henson is a pafill take-home orders. Phone . specialty. R. B. Williams Ser- mons, manager
maker. 203 N. Harrison St.
her daughter,
ntal Works
will appear on the
Monume
She
week.
33-tfc FOR SALE; Iron-Fireman steel
Jefferson
tient in the Riverside hospital, a few days with
21-He
North
Station,
2831.
vice
Dawson Road at Center IL
21-ltc stage in person twice each day,
with stoker and blower
street.
furnace
es
Applianc
Princeton, Sy.
vE5.•
on to
at 3:00 and 8:30 o'clock, answer) FOR ELECTRICAL
attached. In excellent condition. WANTED: Woman compani
Orders ing questions from the audience.
and Electrical Supplies, visit
help with housework. Contact HOMEMADE CANDIES:
Priced to sell. Phone 2141 or
taken for "Pennyrile" homeC. W. Bealmear, Princeton,
write P. 0. Box 529, Princeton.
Mrs. George Johnson a n d Mr.
21-Hp
made candies. Cream, Chocotfc
1.
Route
C:r,'" PI ilEgliffnex•c1,-1
she
Johnson in Paducah, where
lates, Cocoanut, Pralines, etc.
.„;
will be near her daughter-in-law, YOUR DOLLAR: Will buy piano, TAKEOUT ORDERS: Phone us
Phone 2583. or see Margie
Mrs. 'Bradley He,pson, in Riveryour order for sandwiches and
Amass, 211 Plum street. 21-1tp
not overhead, at Dye Plano Co.,
side hospital.
pick up as you pass the Corner
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky
ELECTRICAL RE32-47tp
Word was received here last
Grill, home of good eats. Phone RADIO AND
PAIR: Have full line of new
ille & McGoodMadisonv
week that Mr. Jake Smith had
2831,
Six-foot G. E. refrigerator in perfect condiAt Leader office,
tubes and parts. Will pick-up
21-Sts.
win Sts,
suffered a paralytic stroke at his FOR SALE:
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Duplicat
after
Rand
2681
Phone
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deliver.
Remingt
and
tion, a steal at $85. Five-piece Early American
home in Crayne. Mr. and Mrs.
ink, stencil, correction fluid, FOR SALE: Well drilling rig, two
4 p. m. Basil Pugh, 814 N. JefSmith were residents in Fredonia
maple bedroom suite, innerspring mattress
solid
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21-4tc
ribbon,
n.
typewriter
ferson street, Princeto
sets of tools. R. A. Howton,
for several months before they
genuine moccasin
Remington Rand typealso
5634.
er,
coil springs, used less than two months;
phone
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Springs,
and
Dawson
Crayne.
to
moved
business
20-3tp FOR SALE: A thriving
writers and adding machine.
with handsewn vamp
2 small tables; dark green shag rugs.
Mr. "Syke" Quertermow, has
concern, It makes money every
purchased the business formerly GET AHEAD OF WINTER: Have NOTICE: Don't forget our auto
and back
day. Located on South side of
Leaving city. Will sacrifice for cash if sold
operated by Ed Harmon.
4 block of
/
your car completely serviced
Main street within 11
auction sale beginning every
months
cold
at
once.
the
for
AgenMr. and Mrs. R. P. Sisco and
e
checked
they
Insuranc
s
and
K. R. Cummin
Saturday at 10:30. $2 if
Mrs. Robert Swisher, Marion,
21-1te
ahead. Strong's Texaco Sercy, phone 3555.
don't sell; $10 if they do sell.
and
Mr.
streets.
of
Plum
guests
&
Sunday
were
vice, Main
We are looking forward to bigFOR RENT: Apartment located
18-ctf
Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.
Phone 3111.
gest sale ever Saturday, Nov.
on South Harrison street. See
Keith Rogers and Elwood Dorearly
for
collect
Upstairs -- Phone 3469
1886
Call
25.
Unfurnished apartMrs. A. P. Sims, Princeton.
roh were inducted in the U. S. FOR RENT:
ExCar
Street
Main
.
numbers
utilities
without
rooms
4
21-1tc
ment,
Army last week. They are stachange anti, Auction Co., Hop19-ctf
$32.50. Call 2550.
tioned at Camp Breckinridge for
21 ltc
kinsville, Ky.
the present. Mr. Rogers is the LOST: Conn Cornette horn. Reson of Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Rogers. turn to Jimmy Leftwich, 524 PIANO TUNING: Repairing and
tuning pianos. Best of referThe parents of Mr. Dorroh are
South Harrison. Reward. 21-1tc
ences. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Dorroh.
Phone 2348 Princeton. R. J.
Harold Hackney, son of Mr. and MALE HELP WANTED: Reliable
20-2tp
man with car wanted to call on
Crutcher.
Mrs. Walter Hackney, Fredonia
farmers in Caldwell County.
Route 1, left last week as a volWonderful opportunity. $15 to
unteer in the Air Corps.
$20 in a day. No experience or
Mrs. Murray Hill, Jr., and
capital required. Permanent.
daughters, Mary Ann and Linda,
Write today. McNESS COMof Bowling Green, spent last
week with her parents, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd M. Guess,
Mrs. S. D. Loyd.
Cecil Brasher, Mrs. J. B.
Mrs.
Miss Ella Garret Moore, FarmMiss Dora Young were
and
Sory
Plan now to have ready cash when you need it.
ersville, was the weekend guest
Thursday.
Paducah
in
of Miss Imogene Wigginton.
OF BOSTON
We'll show you our plan. Investigate today.
Mrs. S. D. Loyd and Miss ImoMr. and Mrs. S. D. Loyd have
Pay all your bills
received word that their son, gene Wigginton were in Hopkinsin one lump sum,..
accompanied
Buddy, who is a member of the ville Friday. They
Hill, Jr., and chilMurray
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received
Air
Corps,
you the
True moccasins . fashion-conscious,
money to pay all
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y
in Bowling Green.
your bills. Then
Korea.
Ounces light ... enwrapping each foot completel
James Quertermous, of the U. you'll have only
Frankie Wright, student at
with one fine unbroken piece of
Campbellsville College, Camp- S. Navy, spent several days here ONE place to pay.
soothing soft leather ... the flawless ease,
bellsville, and a group of friends last week. His wife and daughter and ONE payfrom college spent Sunday night accompanied him back to Nor- ment to make
the delicious comfort; these you'll learn of
each month,
with Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Coleman. folk, Va., where he is stationed.
only and best when you try a pair on.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Young and
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young
Spent several days last week with family will move to a farm in
their daughter, Mrs. Alvin Trigg, Crittenden county this week.
Mr. and Mrs. James Landes and
and Mr. Trigg, and their son, BilFINANCE CORPOPATION 014
ly Sam Young, who is a student Mr. Kelly Landes, spent the
Princeton, Kentucky
Henrietta Hotel Building
n.
weekend at their homes here.
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Lexingto
of
K.
of
U.
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"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"
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Fredonia News

FOR SALE
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408 South Harrison Street
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Dividends Semi-Annually

44 •

Red Front Stores
under 18 pounds
COMPLETE LINE OF HENS, TURKEYS & GEESE

CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, Silver River
No. 2 can

221

SLICED PINEAPPLE, Lotus
No. 2 can

29(

•

ASPARAGUS, Hunt's green tip spears
No. 2 can
CHERRIES, Burnett Farm
No. 2 can

15 oz. pkg.
HARD SAUCE, Cross & Blackwell
6 oz. jar
WHITE CAKE MIX, Duff or Swans-

25(
19(
49

41(
49(

sr

OLEOMARGARINE, Mi Choice
29(
lb.
ORANGE JUICE, Heart of Florida
29(
35(
46 oz. can
ENGLISH WALNUTS, giant size
24
pound
OLIVES, Re Umberto Plain
3/ $1"
'7 oz. bottle 35c
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, Heart of Florida

23k

16 oz. pkg.
3/

Gillispie Circle Meets
With Mrs. Sam Steger

Look right, feel right, fit right because of famous
and exclusive neck-zone tailoring. Come in and
see these suits in gabardine, sharkskin and worsteds.

$32.50 — $45
*

3/

46 oz. can
COFFEE, Chase & Sanborn,
lb.
19(

55(

SPORT COATS - - In flannel, tweeds and corduroy

$16.50 — $25

In a variety of shades and patterns. See them today.

29v

$8.50 — $14.75
•

19(

49
10

WOMEN...AND

CRANBERRIES,
I lb. pkg.
CELERY,
giant stalks

OYSTERS,standards, pints

15f

ilk
69c

MEAT SPECIALS
FRESH PORK SAUSAGE,
29(

RfTHMETIC

HICH are really better at
household arithmetic—men
or women) Let's look at the
question in terms of insurance.
What woman would carry
only $1,000 in fire insurance on
furniture, clothing. etc.. when it
would cost several times as much
to replace them) What woman
does not know what a financial
burden would fall on her if her
husband were injured in an
accident? Yet many a man overlooks these vital needs.
So here's • practical suggestion to husbands and wives.
Don't guess about insurance.
consult this agency for eapert
advice on which policies to buy—
how much — and what to do in
event of loss.

W

Style-Mart Top Coats and
Overcoats - - - America's
greatest clothing value.
Smart styles and most popular farbics.

$30 — $45

•

• •

108 E. Court Square
Tale. 2$25
Princeton, Ky

JACKETS -- for sport, dress and work. Leather with or without
fur collars. Gabardines, suede or corduroy.

$9.50 — $25
Do Your Christmas Shopping Early
We Have Lovely Gifts For Men
• • •

Phone 3236

WOOD BROTHERS
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, Boys Form
Explorer

• • •

and Dress. Ties
Robes by Style-Rite In Gabardines, Nylons and Silks. Enro Shirts, both Sport
WILL BE SURE
in all Colors and Styles. Munsing Pajamas in Patterns and Solid, - - THAT
TO PLEASE.

Busch Cummins
Insurance Agency
9 A. M.
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky.
WyJS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days
inommen

*

HIGH STYLED SLACKS -

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
IDAHO POTATOES, U. S. No. 1
10 lbs.
APPLES, Golden Delicious, Turley',
and Stayman Winesaps lb.

*

HATS - - - to top these off by Lee
$5 —$12.50

35(

46 oz. can

lb.

STYLE-MART SUITS - - -

The Gillispie Circle of the First
Baptist Church had its regular
monthly meeting Tuesday night,
November 14, at the home of Mrs.
Sam Steger with Irene Beckner
as co-hostess.
Fourteen members answered
the roll call, one visitor and two
new members. Mrs. Clifford McConnell had charge of the program. After the devotional and
program and business session
the group adjourned to meet in
December for the Christmas program with Mrs. Lowry Caldwell.
Those present were Mrs. Marvin Hamilton, Mrs. Sam Steger,
Mrs. Clifford McConnell, Mrs.
Johnnie Baldridge, Mrs. T e d
Gray, Mrs. Clint Hubbard, Mrs.
Kenneth Spickard, Mrs. Jimmie
Jones, Mrs. Buddy Varble, Mrs.
Mitchell Rowland, Mrs. Denny
McConnell, Mrs. Joe Weeks and
Mrs. Lowry Caldwell. Mary Elizabeth Martin, Elaine Morris, Irene
Beckner and Doris Bragdon.

45f

4 can
1
No. 2/
APPLE JELLY, Farm Brand
32 oz. jar
STUFFED OLIVES, Re Umberto
2 oz. bottle 19c
COCOANUT, Dromedary

TOMATO JUICE, Salamore
46 oz. can
CRANBERRY SAUCE, Ocean Spray

28 oz. jar
Cross
13/1 FIG, DATE or PLUM PUDDING,
can
oz.
13
l
& Blackwel
COFFEE, Loving Cup
53(
3 II"'
lb. 75c

SUNMAID SEEDLESS RAISINS

EVAPORATED MILK, Sunshine
tall can 12c
PEACHES, Hunt's, sliced in syrup

59c

$1"

lb.

down

TOP FAVORITE IN TOP COATS BY STYLE-MARI

10(
'7 oz. can
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI, Red Cross
2 pkgs.
PEAS, Tiny Tad, No. 1 sieve,
2 for
No. 2 can
48(
FRUIT COCKTAIL, Dole, fancy
39(
No. 2141 can
40(
TOMATO SOUP, Phillips
3
25(
Wit us. can
19( MINCEMEAT, None Such, wet

LOG CABIN FLOUR, plain
25 lb. bag
DAISY CHEESE, full cream, Wisconsin

Princeton Federal Savings and Loan Association

ntet-Abate ,

PRINCETON SHOE CO.
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